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A B S T R A C T

Norovirus (NoV) has been classified into 6 genogroups, GI-GVI. In the present study, we identified novel
feline NoV (FNoV) M49-1 strain. The C-terminal of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of the FNoV
M49-1 strain was highly homologous with GIV FNoV and GIV lion norovirus, whereas VP1 was highly
homologous with GVI canine NoV (CNoV). Based on the results of the Simplot analysis, the FNoV
M49-1 strain may have been produced by recombination between GIV.2 FNoV and GVI.1 CNoV. In
addition, specific pathogen-free cats inoculated with FNoV gene-positive-fecal samples developed
diarrhea symptoms, and the viral gene was detected in their feces and blood.
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1. Introduction

Norovirus (NoV) is an approximately 7.5-Kbp single
positive-strand RNA virus that has been classified into the
Caliciviridae, genus Norovirus (Clarke et al., 2011). There are 3 open
reading frames (ORFs) in the NoV genome. ORF1 encodes NTPase
(helicase), Vpg and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp),
ORF2 encodes the major capsid protein, VP1, and ORF3 encodes
the minor capsid protein, VP2. (Clarke et al., 2011; Zheng et al.,
2006). NoV has been classified into 6 genogroups, GI-GVI
(Clarke et al., 2011; White, 2014), based on the deduced amino
acid sequence of the full-length VP1 region. NoV genogroups are
further classified into subgenogroups. For example, in GIV NoV,
GIV HNoV is classified into subgenogroup 1 (GIV.1) while GIV FNoV
and GIV CNoV are classified into subgenogroup 2 (GIV.2). GI, GII,
and GIV (GIV.1) have been identified in humans, GII in pigs, GIII in
ruminants including cattle, GIV (GIV.2) in cats and lions, GV in
mice, and GIV(GVI.2) and GVI(GVI.1 and GVI.2) in dogs
(Clarke et al., 2011). The first NoV in carnivores was detected in
captive lion cubs with severe enteritis (Martella et al., 2007).
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Human NoV (HNoV) is main cause of viral gastroenteritis, and it
is also the main cause of epidemic diarrhea especially in infants
and the elderly (Glass et al., 2009; Harris et al., 2008; Huhti et al.,
2011). HNoV infection occurs in hospitals, schools, and hotels
(Hutson et al., 2004). In cats, feline NoV (FNoV) was detected in
domestic cats in 2012 (Pinto et al., 2012). FNoV infection occur in
animal shelter. FNoV have been detected in 2–3-month-old cats
that developed gastroenteritis. However, it remains unclear
whether gastroenteritis can be reproduced by inoculating cats
with FNoV.

In the present study, we identified novel FNoV M49-1 strain.
Based on the genome analysis of the full-length VP1, this virus was
classified into genogroup GVI, which has not previously been
reported in cats. This novel GVI FNoV was suggested to be produced
by recombination between genogroups GIV NoV and GVI NoV.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. FNoV-positive rectal swab samples

Rectal swab samples were collected from cats in an animal
shelter in Japan. The FNoV gene was detected in samples collected
from Cat No. 49-2012, as confirmed by RT-PCR described below,
and these samples were subsequently used in this study. The age of
Cat No. 49-2012 was unclear because it was a stray (a young, mixed
breed cat), but it had a healthy appearance.
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Table 1
Primer sequences used for RT-PCR and sequencing of the ORF1 gene.

Oligonucleotide Orientation Nucleotide sequence Locationa Length Reference

P290d Forward 50-GATTACTCCASSTGGGAYTCMAC-30 4445 319 Pinto et al. (2012)
P289d Reverse 50-TGACGATTTCATCATCMCCRTA-30 4763
FNoV5f Forward 50-AACACTGCCTACGTCCAACC-30 89 746 Pinto et al. (2012),JF781268b

FNoV5r Reverse 50-CAGGACTGGTAGGGGTCGTA-30 834
FNoV3f Forward 50-CTTTTTGCTGCCAAGTCCTC-30 741 1736 Pinto et al. (2012), JF781268b

FNoV3r Reverse 50-CACCTGATCTTGGACCCTGT-30 2476
FNoV8f Forward 50-GCCTTCATCAAAACCCTTGA-30 1424 2085 Pinto et al. (2012), JF781268b

FNoV8r Reverse 50-ACCCTGCACCTTCATAGTGG-30 3508
FNoV2f Forward 50-CCTCCATCTGGTCGAGGATA-30 3183 1696 Pinto et al. (2012), JF781268b

FNoV2r Reverse 50-GAGAGTTCCCTGCTGACGAC-30 4878
FNoV/CNoV10f Forward 50-GTTGCAGCAAGTGATGCGGG-30 3892 1948 Pinto et al. (2012), Martella et al. (2009),

JF781268b, FJ875027b

FNoV/CNoV10r Reverse 50-CAGGACACCGTGAACACATC-30 5839

a The oligonucleotide locations were referred to the full-genome sequence of the FNoV CU81210E strain (JF781268; Pinto et al., 2012).
b GenBank accession number.
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2.2. Isolation of RNA from samples

Viral RNA was extracted from samples using the High Pure
Viral RNA Isolation Kit (Roche, Switzerland) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized using an
RNA preparation from samples (rectal swabs and fecal and serum
samples). Template RNA (1 mg), random primers (final
concentration of 50 pM), and a dNTP mixture (final concentration
of 10 mM each) were mixed, and the volume was adjusted to 10 mL
with ddH2O. This mixture was heated at 65 �C for 5 min and rapidly
cooled on ice. After mixing 10 mL of the mixture and 4 mL of 5X
PrimerScript Buffer (TaKaRa, Japan), an RNase Inhibitor (final
concentration of 20U; TaKaRa, Japan) and PrimeScript Reverse
Transcriptase (final concentration of 100 U; TaKaRa, Japan) were
added, and the volume was adjusted to 20 mL with ddH2O. The
resultant solution was heated at 30 �C for 10 min and then reacted
at 42 �C for 60 min. After heating at 70 �C for 15 min, the reaction
was rapidly cooled on ice. PCR was performed using the
synthesized cDNA.

2.3. PCR for screening of the FNoV and other viral gene

Two microliters of sample cDNA was mixed with 25 ml of Quick
Taq HS DyeMix (Toyobo, Japan), 1 ml of 20 mM primer mix (P290d:
50-GATTACTCCASSTGGGAYTCMAC-30, P289d: 50-TGACGATTTCAT-
CATCMCCRTA-30) (Pinto et al., 2012), and 22 ml of distilled water.
Using a PCR Thermal Cycler Dice (TaKaRa, Japan), the DNA was
amplified at 94 �C for 5 min, followed by 36 cycles of denaturation
at 94 �C for 30 s, primer annealing at 45 �C for 30 s, and synthesis at
72 �C for 60 s, with a final extension at 72 �C for 10 min. PCR
products (5 ml) were electrophoresed with a DNA marker on a 1.5%
agarose gel. The agarose gel was incubated with Midori Green DNA
Stain (Nippon Genetics, Japan), and bands of 319 bp (in case of NoV)
and 331 bp (in case of Vesuvius and Sapovirus) were visualized
using a UV Transilluminator. The methods used to detect viral
Table 2
Primer sequences used for RT-PCR and sequencing of ORF2 and 3 genes.

Oligonucleotide Orientation Nucleotide sequence 

CNoVGVI22f Forward 50-GCTTGAGCCCATAGTCTTGC-30

CNoVGVI22r Reverse 50-AACCTTGAGTTGGACGTTGG-30

CNoVGVI23f Forward 50-CCAACGTCCAACTCAAGGTT-30

CNoVGVI23r Reverse 50-AGTTGAGAGCTGGGTGGAGA-30

a The oligonucleotide locations were referred to the genome sequence of the CNoV B
b GenBank accession number.
genes other than FNoV were described previously (Chung et al.,
2013; Elschner et al., 2002; Martella et al., 2012; Pinto et al., 2012;
Schunck et al., 1995; Takano et al., 2013).

2.4. PCR for FNoV gene sequencing

Two microliters of sample cDNA was mixed with 10-ml of
5-fold PrimeSTAR Buffer (TaKaRa, Japan), 4 ml of dNTP Mixture
(TaKaRa, Japan) containing 2.5 mM of each dNTP, 1 ml of 20 mM
primer mix (the primer sequences are shown in Tables 1 and 2),
0.5 ml of PrimeSTAR HS DNA Polymerase (2.5 U/ml; TaKaRa,
Japan), and 32.5 ml of distilled water. Using a thermal cycler,
DNA was amplified at 98 �C for 1 min, followed by 30 cycles of
denaturation at 98 �C for 10 s, primer annealing at 55 �C for 15 s,
and synthesis at 72 �C for 1 min, with a final extension at 72 �C
for 5 min. Gel electrophoresis of the PCR products and stain of
gels were performed as described above.

2.5. Sequencing and phylogenetic analyses

Thirty microliters of PCR products were electrophoresed as
described above. Singlet bands were excised and transferred to
microtubes, and DNA was purified using a QIAquick Gel Extraction
Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Germany). The purified DNA was subjected to
TA-cloning using the Mighty TA-cloning Reagent Set for PrimeSTAR
(TaKaRa, Japan) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The
purified plasmid inserting PCR products was sent to Sigma–Aldrich
(Japan) for sequencing. Sequences of PCR product were determined
by sequencing at least 3 clones. The sequences of the virus
genomes were determined and phylogenetic trees were analyzed
using the MEGA software (version 6). Phylogenetic relationships
were determined using the neighbor-joining algorithm, and
branching order reliability was evaluated by 1000 replications of
a bootstrap resampling analysis. The constitution of the NoV
genome was analyzed using SimPlot (version 3.5.1).
Locationa Length Reference

1244 998 Martella et al. (2009), FJ875027b

1939
1920 696 Martella et al. (2009), FJ875027b

2710

ari-91 strain (FJ875027; Martella et al., 2009).



Fig. 1. Nucleotide sequence alignment of the 30-terminal of the ORF1 gene of NoV. The nucleotide sequence of the 30-terminal of the FNoV ORF1 gene detected in sample
No. 49 was compared with those of FNoV and lion NoV. Asterisks indicate identical nucleotides with those of the FNoV M49-1 strain.
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2.6. Animal experiments

The animal experiments described below were performed in
accordance with the Guidelines for Animal Experiments of Kitasato
University (the number of approval is 13-105). SPF cats were
maintained in a temperature-controlled isolated facility.

2.6.1. Administration of FNoV-positive rectal swab samples to SPF cats
The FNoV gene-positive-rectal swab sample from Cat No.

49-2012 (150 mL) and 150 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
were mixed. This mixture was filtered using a syringe-driven filter
unit (SLLGH04NL, pore size 0.2 mm; Merck Millipore, Germany).
Fig. 2. A phylogenetic tree prepared based on the amino acid sequence of the C-termi
represent FNoV and lion NoV, and red letters represent CNoV. Hu: human; Sw: swine; Fe
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The filtered sample was administered orally to a two-month-old
female SPF cat (Cat No.1-1). This cat was examined daily for clinical
signs, and body temperature and weight were measured for
60 days. When the cat defecated, feces were collected and stored at
�80 �C. The collected feces were subjected to RT-PCR using the
primer pair of P290d/P289d.

2.6.2. Experimental FNoV infection in SPF cats
Cat No. 1-1-derived FNoV gene-positive-fecal samples (sample

No.1-1) were suspended with PBS to prepare a 20% (w/v) emulsion,
and 2 mL of this emulsion was orally administered to four
2-3-month-old SPF cats (Cat Nos. 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4). These
nal of RdRp. GI, GII, GIII, GIV, GV, and GVI represent NoV genogroups. Blue letters
: feline; Ca: canine; Bo: bovine; Mu: murine. (For interpretation of the references to
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cats were examined daily for clinical signs, and their body
temperatures and weights were measured for 90 days. Peripheral
venous blood was collected every 7 days, and sera were isolated
and stored at �30 �C. When the cats defecated, feces were collected
and stored at �80 �C. The collected sera and feces were subjected to
RT-PCR using the primer pair of P290d/P289d.

3. Results

3.1. Detection of the FNoV M49-1 strain in rectal swab samples

Rectal swab samples from Cat No. 49-2012 (sample No. 49)
were subjected to RT-PCR using the primer pair of P290d/P289d,
and PCR products were subjected to sequencing. A ClustalW
analysis revealed that the PCR products showed high homologies
with the 30-terminal of the ORF1 gene fragments of GIV.2 FNoV and
GIV.2 lion NoV (Fig. 1), confirming that the PCR products were
derived from NoV. Full-length VP1 gene sequencing was attempted
in order to genotype FNoV (FNoV M49-1 strain) detected in
sample No. 49; however, we could not amplify that of the FNoV
M49-1 strain.
Fig. 3. A phylogenetic tree prepared based on the amino acid sequence of full-lengt
GIV.2/Lion/Pistoia-387/2006/ITA using a computer program. GI, GII, GIII, GIV, GV, and GVI
represent CNoV. Hu: human; Sw: swine; Fe: feline; Ca: canine; Bo: bovine; Mu: murin
referred to the web version of this article.)
3.2. Administration of the FNoV M49-1 strain to a SPF cat

We attempted to grow the FNoV M49-1 strain in vivo. We
administered sample No. 49 to a 2-month-old SPF cat (Cat No. 1-1),
collected fecal samples from the cat daily. Cat No. 1-1 increased
body temperature, and showed low-spirited on days 3–5 after the
inoculation. Fecal samples from Cat No. 1-1 were tested by RT-PCR
using using the primer pair of P290d/P289d. FNoV ORF1 gene
remained detectable until day 21. When the FNoV gene-positive
PCR products of fecal samples collected on days 4, 9, 18, and
21 were subjected to a sequencing analysis, all were identical with
the ORF1 gene of the FNoV M49-1 strain.

3.3. Analysis of the C-terminal of RdRp and full-length of VP1 from the
FNoV M49-1 strain

We successfully amplified the ORF1 gene, excluding a part of
the N-terminal, in a fecal sample of Cat No. 1-1 (sample No. 1-1)
collected 9 days after inoculation with sample No. 49. By referring
to the sequence of the amplified ORF1 gene, the amino acid
sequence of the RdRp C-terminal was deduced. A phylogenetic tree
h VP1. This figure was prepared based on the deduced amino acid sequences of
 represent NoV genogroups. Blue letters represent FNoV and lion NoV, and red letters
e. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is



Fig. 4. Similarity plot analysis of the FNoV M49-1 strain. The base sequence homology of the C-terminal of ORF1 through to the N-terminal of ORF3 was compared among
CNoV, FNoV and lion NoV. The bold horizontal bars represent the positions of the open reading frames of the NoV genome. Nucleotide sequences were analyzed in a window of
200 mer and steps of 20 mer. The horizontal axis represents nucleotide positons, and the vertical axis represents the similarity (%) of the NoV genome.
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analysis based on the amino acid sequence of the C-terminal
of RdRp (268-aa) revealed high homologies with GIV.2/Lion/
Pistoia-387/2006/ITA and GIV.2/Feline/CU081210E/2010/USA
(Fig. 2). We also successfully amplified the full-length
ORF2 gene in sample No. 1-1. A phylogenetic tree analysis based
on the amino acid sequence of the full-length VP1 revealed high
homologies with GVI.1/CanineBari-91/2007/ITA and GVI.1/Canine/
FD210/2007/ITA were detected. That is, the FNoV M49-1 strain was
classified into the genogroup GVI cluster, which was different from
the genogroup GIV FNoV (Fig. 3).

3.4. Genome constitution of the FNoV M49-1 strain

A Simplot analysis was performed to compare gene sequences
including the recombination breaking point among the FNoV
M49-1 strain, GIV FNoV, GIV lion norovirus, GIV canine NoV
(CNoV), and GVI CNoV. ORF1 of the FNoV M49-1 strain was
Fig. 5. Changes in body temperatures in FNoV-infected cats and detection of the 
classified into the GIV.2/CU081210E/USA cluster, whereas
ORF2 and ORF3 were classified into the GVI.1/Bari-91/ITA and
GVI.1/FD53/ITA cluster (Fig. 4), suggesting that the FNoV
M49-1 strain was produced by recombination between cat-derived
GIV NoV and dog-derived GVI NoV.

3.5. Infectivity and pathogenicity of the FNoV M49-1 strain for SPF cats

FNoV M49-1 strain-positive fecal samples were administered to
the SPF cats. The presence of viruses other than FNoV (feline
coronavirus, feline calicivirus, feline astrovirus, feline rotavirus,
feline kobuvirus, and feline panleukopenia virus) was investigated
in the FNoV-positive fecal samples collected from Cat No. 1-1
(sample No. 1-1). All these viruses were not detect in sample No.
1-1. Shedding of FNoV into feces started 2 days after the
inoculation with the FNoV-positive fecal samples in all cats, and
the virus was continuously shed until 7–8 days after the
FNoV gene in feces. Arrows indicate days with FNoV gene detection in feces.



Table 3
Detection of the FNoV ORF1 gene in serum of FNoV-infected cats by RT-PCR.

Cat No. Days after the inoculation

0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70

2-1 � + + � + � � � � � �
2-2 � + � � � � � � � � �
2-3 � + + � + � � � � � �
2-4 � + + + + � � + + � �

+: FNoV ORF1 gene positive; �: FNoV ORF1 gene negative.
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inoculation (Fig. 5). FNoV was also shed 22 and 25 days after the
inoculation in Cat No. 2-3. The induction of viremia by the
inoculation with the FNoV M49-1 strain was investigated.
The FNoV gene was detected in the serum of all cats 7 days after
the inoculation. The FNoV gene was detected in serum of all cats,
excluding Cat No. 2-2, 14 and 28 days after the inoculation. The
FNoV gene was detected in the serum of Cat No. 2-4 on days 7, 14,
21, 28, 49, and 56 (Table 3).

Fever developed in Cat No. 2-2 on day 6 after the inoculation;
however, no marked change was noted in the body temperatures of
the other cats (Fig. 5). In all cats, excluding Cat No. 2-3, stools were
loose from days 2 to 6 or 10 after the inoculation. In Cat No. 2-4,
vomiting was noted on day 2 (Fig. 6), and the FNoV gene was
detected in this vomit. Body weights increased in 3 of the cats
inoculated with the FNoV M49-1 strain, while low-spirited and
transient weight loss were noted on day 7 in Cat No. 2-4, which
vomited and persistently defecated loose stools (Fig. 6).

4. Discussion

NoV may recombine genomes between ORF1 and ORF2
(Bull et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 1999). The involvement of
recombination in changes in adaptation to the host
and pathogenicity of NoV has been reported previously
Fig. 6. Changes in body weights of FNoV-infected cats and clinical symptoms. Aste
(Phan et al., 2007), and HNoV was confirmed to recombine
between genotypes (Jiang et al., 1999); however, recombination
between genogroups is probably rare. Based on the results of
the Simplot analysis, the FNoV M49-1 strain (GVI.1) may have
been produced by recombination between GIV.2 FNoV and
GVI.1 CNoV. It currently remains unclear which of these
3 viruses has the same origin. The number of GIV NoV and
GVI NoV samples needs to be increased and a gene analysis
performed in order to investigate their origins. The high
homology of a part of VP1 between GVI.1 CNoV and oyster-
derived NoV was previously reported (Martella et al., 2009). Cat
No. 49, which carried the FNoV M49-1 strain, was captured in a
region along the sea in which oyster farming is thriving. Thus,
we cannot rule out that the FNoV M49-1 strain was derived
from oysters, and needs to be investigated in future studies.

No FNoV infection experiment has been conducted in cats to
date. We administered an FNoV gene-positive fecal emulsion to
SPF cats and monitored them for clinical symptoms. Three out
of 4 cats inoculated with the fecal emulsion developed diarrhea
while one started vomiting. The development of these
symptoms was almost consistent with the FNoV gene-detecting
period, suggesting that FNoV is the cause of infectious
gastroenteritis in cats. However, it is difficult to demonstrate
the pathogenicity of FNoV based on these results because only
4 cats were used in this infection experiment. Moreover, the
presence of unknown pathogens in the fecal emulsion cannot
be ruled out. In order to concretely demonstrate that FNoV is
the cause of infectious gastroenteritis, an infection experiment
needs to be conducted that meets the following conditions:
(1) FNoV isolated from a fecal emulsion is used to infect
animals, (2) the number of cats is increased, and (3) a negative
control is included in the experiment. Furthermore, difficulties
are associated with accurately assessing pathogenicity using the
FNoV M49-1 strain alone. Therefore, new strains of FNoV need
to be isolated from cats in Japan and several FNoV strains used
in infection experiments.
risks indicate days with soft stools and triangles indicate days with vomiting.
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The influence of allelic variations in the histo-blood group
antigens (HBGAs) gene on human NoV sensitivity has been
reported previously (Lindesmith et al., 2003; Tan and Jiang,
2005). Allelic variations in the FUT2 gene encoding flucosyltrans-
ferase 2 (FUT2) have also been shown to influence NoV sensitivity
(Lindesmith et al., 2003; Tan and Jiang, 2005). Therefore, further
studies are needed in order to determine whether FNoV infection is
restricted by allelic variations in the HBGAs and FUT2 genes.

Viremia has been noted with shedding of the virus in the feces
of HNoV-infected children (Frange et al., 2012; Takanashi et al.,
2009). Viremia was also observed early after infection in
gnotobiotic animals inoculated with NoV (Souza et al., 2008).
However, viremia was not detected in NoV-inoculated
chimpanzees even though the virus was shed in their feces
(Bok et al., 2011). Transient viremia was noted in all cats with
primary infection with the FNoV M49-1 strain, and cats clearly
showing clinical symptoms were more likely to intermittently
develop viremia; however, we could not identify the significance of
viremia in FNoV M49-1 strain infection. The relationship between
viremia and clinical symptoms has not yet been elucidated.

In this study, we genotyped the FNoV M49-1 strain. When the
amino acid sequence of the region from the C-terminal of RdRp to
the N-terminal of VP2 was analyzed, the FNoV M49-1 strain was
genotyped GVI, which was different from the conventional stain of
FNoV. FNoV was detected with the development of clinical
symptoms in SPF cats orally inoculated with fecal samples
containing the FNoV M49-1 strain. These results may be useful
for studies on FNoV and other GIV and GVI NoV.
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